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 I have been, in a sense, raised by nature. Growing up in a sequestered cabin 15 

kilometers away from the nearest neighbour has provided me with a unique upbringing and a 

profound kinship with nature. My entire youth has been spent roaming the wilderness I call 

home, searching for new organisms living in the ecosystem that has shaped who I am. Such an 

upbringing came with the realization that not everyone cared for the environment. My outrage at 

litter I found across the beaches and forest melded into incentive to help the environment. My 

first volunteerism began by helping at salmon hatcheries based out of Squamish. Every year 

huge fishery trucks would come to my house and pump salmon fry into holding pens for them to 

mature. A few months later, I would help fisheries workers net fertile salmon and transport them 

into holding trucks, where they would be taken to breeding pens to be manually fertilized, 

continuing the cycle.  

 As I aged, the hatcheries shut down and the salmon run slowly stopped. Looking for new 

ways to help, I volunteered on an Olympic legacy project where I surveyed swamplands for 

amphibian eggs, documenting the local population recovery for use by scientists. This research 

is vital for understanding how human activity impacts these delicate areas, and what we can do 

to protect them. I have involved myself with the Save Howe Sound Society, first by singing 

petitions to make Howe Sound into a protected area. I later involved myself politically, sending 

letters and essays to my local MLA Jordan Sturdy, attending events where I questioned him on 

environmental sustainability and meeting with him in person.  

  I regularly conduct citizen science with a research team in partnership with Vancouver 

Aquarium and the society, where I go on ecological species surveys in the subtidal zone. My 

documentation of species encountered requires an in depth knowledge of taxonomy, and 

provides the factual backbone for the petition to protect Howe Sound. This work is very 

important for the future of my home, and has provided me with a deeper understanding of 

nature. When I am not underwater, I volunteer at wildlife interpretive programs with BC parks. I 

help create and present slideshows to park guests to educate them on local wildlife, and take 

guests on field walks where I answer questions and help them identify species.  

 I also spend a huge amount of time cleaning up after the human footprint. I have spent 

countless hours litter picking on beaches and in the mountains, and volunteer at Canadian 

coastal cleanup events. I spent hours cleaning up a rave site from which I removed 7 full 

garbage bags of plastic, and am currently working on an illegal dumping site the size of a 

football field.  

 The environment I have grown up in has shaped who I am, and is an integral part of my 

life. Environmental stewardship is incredibly important to me, and I look forward to moving my 

activism to a much larger scale. 

 


